
Good to know 
Follow us on Flickr to see 

photos of our events  
 

What would an entirely 

flood-proof city look like >> 

 

The Great River Rescue >> 

 

Beavers for UK flood  

defence >> 

 

Flood risk reduced & wildlife 

improved on the Ribble >> 

 

Integrative Sciences and 

Sustainable Development of 

Rivers Conference, Lyon >> 

 

Making sure peatlands are 

part of our future  >> 

 

New water vole habitat on 

Mersey at Padgate Brook >> 

 

Principles of rewilding >> 

 

Research article: Wood jams 

for channel recovery from 

overwidening: river 

conservation implications >> 

 

River Wiske restoration >> 

 

Salmon on the River 

Ecclesbourne for first time 

since Industrial Revolution >> 

 

Sankey Canal restoration 

boosted by partnership >> 

 

Upavon river restoration >> 

 

£3million project to redefine 

River Rye >> 

 

Natural water management 

schemes >> 

 

Job Opportunity: Spey 

Catchment Initiative Project 

Officer >> 
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For questions, feedback or to remove your name from our mailing list, email or call us 01234 752979. 

We would like to thank                        and our core funders for their continued support 

'Best of the Best' 
award for RESTORE >> Events calendar  
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ADVICE FOR LOCAL COMMUNITY ORGANISATIONS  

UPCOMING TRAINING COURSES 

NEW BOOK COMING SOON 

RRC CONFERENCE 2018 

HEALTHY RIVERS PROJECT SITE VISIT 

Become a 

member of RRC! 

Emma was with RRC for almost 6 years, working as Business and Finance Co-

ordinator. Emma would like to pass on her thanks to all those she has worked with 

over the past 5 and a half years. We wish her all the best of luck for the future. 

Natural Flood Management  

October 10th & 11th, Cranfield University >> 

River Habitat Survey Certification  

March 13th-16th 2018, Cardiff >>  

Project Evaluation - more information coming shortly 

River of Life, River of Death looks at 

environmental issues on the Ganges with 

reference to other rivers such as the success 

of clean-up operations on the Thames. Pre order now 

and take advantage of 20% discount with our discount 

code AAFLYH6. Published October 26th >> 

EMMA TURNER LEAVES RRC 

Earlier this month, RRC held a Members Site Visit in and 

around Caerphilly, run by Groundwork Wales. The group 

observed culvert enhancements, habitat enhancement 

features, and baffles to ease fish passage. This project 

involved several stakeholders and worked on many 

rivers throughout South East Wales. Read our blog for 

more information >> 

River Champion Nick Fysh has been fundamental in protecting and restoring 

the River Stour in Kent with the Kentish Stour Countryside Partnership for 

almost 20 years. Nick’s daily visits have left him with a thorough understanding 

of the river and wildlife, and his maintenance of spawning gravels have 

improved brown trout populations. Read more about the River Champions >> 

Upcoming Integrated Catchment Delivery events >> 

Poster submissions are 
still open! >> 

Sponsorship opportunities...Have a look at what sponsorship options are available. Packages 

range from an exhibition stand, to a flyer in the conference delegate pack, as well as the 

opportunity to sponsor both the 2018 UK River Prize and conference! >> 

Thank you for all abstract submissions. We received 37% more abstracts than last year! 

Thanks to our sponsors so far: 

DUNCAN HUGGETT 
We were sad to hear that 

Duncan Huggett passed away 

recently. RRC worked with 

Duncan for many years and he 

will be sorely missed. Read an 

obituary in the guardian >>  
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